ABSTRACT. We show that convergence spaces with continuous maps and metric spaces with contractions, can be viewed as entities of the same kind. Both can be characterized by a "limit function" % which with each filter associates a map % from the underlying set to {ne extended positive real line. Continuous maps and contractions can both be (htacterized as limit function preserving maps.
I. INTRODUCTION. In [17] the categories TOP of topological spaces and continuous maps and pq-MET of extended pseudo-quasi-metric spaces and non-expansive maps were embedded in a common supercategory. The idea behind this embedding being that topological spaces and metric spaces can be viewed as objects of the same type, in the sense that they both can be described by a "distance between points and sets". Starting with a pq-MET space (X,d) this distance is the usual one given by 6(x,A) := inf d(x,a). Starting with a topoloaeA gical space (X,) a distance can be defined by 6(x,A) := 0 if x A and 6(x,A) := if x A. A notion of distance has been axiomatized in [17] in such a way as to generalize both the metric and topological cases and resulted in the definition of the category AP of approach spaces and contractions.
There are several advantages to this. In the first place that of unification, e.g. the notions of compactness (in TOP) and of total boundedness (in pq-MET) which turn out to be special cases of a measure of compactness in AP [18] and which in turn makes a concept introduced by C. KURATOWSKI in [16] a canonical categorical notion. A similar situation presents itself for the notions of connectedness (in TOP) and Cantor's "kettenzussamenhang" (in MET) [2] , [19] .
In the second place there are several classes of important topological spaces, e.g.
spaces of measures with the weak topology and spaces of random variables with the topology of convergence in measure which can more naturally be equipped with AP-structures such that the topological structures are their TOP-coreflections [17] .
In order to study these concepts and spaces it however soon became clear that we would need a theory of convergence in AP. We develop such a concept of convergence by means of assigning "limit functions" to filters, and moreover we show that AP can be completely characterized by four axioms about limit functions; two fundamental axioms -one on limit functions of principal ultrafilters and another on limit functions of comparable filters-a third axiom of a pretopological nature on limit functions of intersections of filters and a fourth one on limit functions of (Kowalsky-) diagonal filters [15] . Using this convergence-description of AP we obtain a very elegant characterization ef initial structures in AP. AP is a topological construct in the sense of [i] , [I0] , [ii] . However from a categorical point of view some desirable properties are missing.
For topologists and analysts, cartesian closedness is one such property [7] , [9] , [20] , [21] .
The existence of nice function space objects is indeed an important advantage in homotopy, topological algebra, and infinite dimensional differential calculus. The topological construct becomes extremely nice to work in when apart from being cartesian closed it also is hereditary, i.e. a quasitopos [5] , [22] , [23] . 
The category with objects -pq-metrlc spaces and morphisms non-expanslve maps is denoted pq-MET. See also [13] , [14] .
An approach space is a pair (X,6) where JeJ jeJ 4 If each j, j e J is ultra and is ultra then 0((j)jj,) is ultra. The combined results of Theorems 3.1 and 3,2 give yet another way to describe the objects of the category AP.
In what follows objects of AP shall then often also be denoted (X,A) where then is a map on F(X) fulfilling (CALl), (CAL2), (PRAL) and (AL). We shall characterize the morphisms of AP using this new description of objects. In the sequel, a convergence-approach limit and a convergence-approach space will be denoted shortly a CAP-limit and a CAP-space respectively.
We recall that a category of structured sets which is fibre-small and has the pro- .,'',f) := {= e]R+l e F(X) Ay(Stack ()) of<=() V a}. [7] , [9] , [20] , [21] . 
Pr2
Now fix (x,f) e X HOM(X,Y) then from the definition of and the construction of initial structures in CAP, it follows that
From the definition of L(,f) it follows that for any L(,f) ly(stack ())(f(x)) < kX()(x) V .. <-y(stack ev(: ))(f(x)) %y(stack ())(f(x))
.< lxC)(x) V l()(f) (RXR)(')(x, f).
This proves (i).
In order to verify (2) (9))(f (z)(x)) Ry(Stack f(: ))(f(x,z)) Clearly each pre-approach space is a convergence-approach space. The full subcategory of CAP with objects all pre-approach spaces shall be denoted PRAP. From Proposition 4.1 we at once obtain the next result. PROPOSITION 5.1. PRAP is a construct.
In Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we proved that giving a distance on a set X is equivalent to giving an approach limit on X. A simple inspection of the proofs of these two theorems reveals that (DI), (D2) and (D3) are equivalent to (CALl), (CAL2) and (PRAL). Con PROOF. The proof goes exactly the same as that of Theorem 4.3., the only difference being that now one starts with (X,x),(y,) IPRAPI and one has to show that (Y,) IPRAPI We leave this to the reader.
EMBEDDING CONV IN CAP
A convergence space [6] , [15] is a pair (X,q) where X ISETI and q F(X) X fulfils (CI) for all x e X (stack x,x) q.
(2) For all F(X) and x X (,x) e q, => (,x) q.
(C3) For all 3, F(X) and x e X (,x) q and (,x) e q => (,x) q.
Given convergence spaces (X,q), (X',q') a function f X X' is called continuous if for all (,x) q we have (stack f(),f(x)) e q'.
The class with objects all convergence spaces and morphisms all continuous maps, is a quasitopos [I0] , denoted CON.
The proof of the following result is quite straightforward and so we omit it. We shall now show that this embedding actually is extremely nice, but first we mention the following useful characterization of CONV in CAP, similar to that of TOP in AP [17] . As the formulation of this proposition suggests we shall not differentiate between the notion of a convergence space and of a CAP-space fulfilling the condition of Proposition 6.1. This is after all entirely justified by Theorem 6.1. -> (x,).
EMBEDDING PRETOP IN PRAP
A pre-topoloKical space [4] , [6] is a convergence space (X,q) where instead of 
In order to show f is non-expanslve, let z,z' Z then since f e HOM(XZ,Y) we obtain for all x,x' X dy o (f*(z)f*(z '))(x,x') d(f(x,z),f(x' ,z )) =< dx(X,X') v dz(Z,Z').
Consequently dz(z,z') e C(f*(z),f*(zt)) and d(f*(z),f*(z')) -<_ dz(z,z').
The combined results of Theorem 9.4 and 9.5 now give us the following theorem. THEOREM 9.6. pqs-MET is a quasitopos, m
As a final result in this section, we shall now show that pq-MET (which is a bicoreflective subcategory of AP [17] ) is a blreflective subcategory of pqs-MET . In [17] it was shown that TOP N pq-MET consists precisely of all finitely generated spaces and that a distance attains at most the value 0 and , if and only if it is associated with a topology. Consequently in both counterexamples the original space X is at the same time in TOP, in pq-MET and a fortiorl also in AP.
The first counterexample then shows that Y, the CONV-quotient (= CAP-quotlent) of X, is not in PRETOP and since CONV N PRAP PRETOP (see Proposition 6.1 and 7.1) also not in PRAP. This gives us first the known results that neither TOP nor PRETOP are coreflective in CONV, second that neither AP nor PRAP are coreflective in CAP and third that neither pq-MET nor pqs-MET are coreflective in CAP.
The second counterexample gives us , the pqs-MET-quotient (= PRAP-quotient) of X, which is not in pq-MET=. However since the pre-distance on Y again attains only the values 0 and , Y is in PRETOP. On the other hand, since pqs-MET AP pq-MET (see Theorem 6.20 [17] and Proposition 9.1) Y is not in AP and thus also not in TOP. This then gives us first again the known result that TOP is not coreflective in PRETOP, second that AP is not coreflective in PRAP and third that pq-MET is not coreflective in pqs-MET . Further in [17] it was seen that pq-MET is not reflective in AP from which it follows that pqs-MET is neither reflective in PRAP nor in CAP, and that pq-MET" is not reflective in CAP. This completes our argumentation.
